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Make PALLISIDE® your first choice.
You’ll never give it a second thought.
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Rusticated weatherboard  
- White
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Aesthetic
Quality
Maintenance

Traditional weatherboard 
- White
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Never needs 
painting 

A considered approach when selecting materials 
creates homes that perform better and provide 
timeless appeal. Whether you choose to pair  
PALLISIDE® with natural stone, masonry, plaster  
or vertical cladding – you can be confident the 
elegant lines of PALLISIDE® weatherboards will 
complement any palette of materials.  
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Takes care of itself
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 › Low maintenance

 › Ideal for multi-storey homes

 › No more scraping, sanding, staining or painting

Refer to the maintenance guide on our website  
for further details. www.palliside.co.nz

The traditional look of weatherboard is timeless but it’s 
what you can’t see that makes the real difference; the thick 
protective skin co-extruded onto a lightweight aerated 
structural core prevents blistering, splits and cracks.

Traditional weatherboard 
- Slate
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The complete system
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PALLISIDE® prefinished system is a durable engineered 
alternative to timber weatherboards. Colour is engineered right 
through the protective skin providing long-lasting great looks 
and defence against NZ’s harsh UV rays.

The range of PALLISIDE® accessories include new Boxed 
Corners and Window Facings, which have been designed 
to fit perfectly with PALLISIDE® weatherboards, creating a 
weathertight, protective cladding system for your home.

Traditional weatherboard  
- Slate

Boxed corners and window facings  
- White
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With a versatile range of colours and profiles you can 
be sure PALLISIDE® weatherboards will complement 
and enhance any home.

Rusticated Woodgrain
Rusticated profile with embossed 
woodgrain texture for a more rustic 
appearance.

PROFILES

Traditional
Clean lines and the enduring bevel-
back weatherboard shape make 
this style a Kiwi favourite.

Rusticated Smooth
Straight lines and concave curves 
make this a stylish alternative to 
traditional weatherboard.

Slate White Riverstone

Tea Calico* Sandstone*

COLOURS

*Made to order - lead times apply.

Profile & Colour Range 
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Traditional
PALLISIDE® Traditional  
with Window Facing  
and Boxed Corner.

Rusticated
PALLISIDE® Rusticated  
with window scribers  
and corner soakers.

DYNEX PALLISIDE® CORNER AND WINDOW FINISHING OPTIONS 

Traditional
PALLISIDE® Traditional  
with window scribers  
and corner soakers.
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Building towards a better tomorrow
The environmental impact of our daily choices is an important consideration for Dynex.  
We are committed to supplying products and services that are in accordance with the principles  
of environmental sustainability. Dynex PALLISIDE® is made from 100% recyclable material. We have  
a policy of recycling all internally-generated scrap material so that nothing is sent to landfill. 

Dynex has a goal to reach 100% renewable electricity by 2025 by leveraging Meridian Energy’s  
Certified Renewable Energy programme. 

0800 439 639  | palliside.co.nz D
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